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The term ‘state of the art” applied to medical technology should stimulate consideration of medical objectives as well as comparison of similar equipment. A communications model of the consult process is presented and examined using the diagnostic radiologists as the example. Examples of computer applications relating to the model are discussed, and some future possibilities for using computers to enhance the consultant's ability to meet medical objectives are suggested.
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Additional information
Editorial comment
The basis model of a diagnostic process is greatly simplified by the single concept of “consulting” applied to radiologist and physician interaction. Much of radiology is performed as a function of protocol based on medical—legal boundaries and operates as a separate service to the patient with or without a physician's direct consent. To exemplify this open-ended structure, one should consider additional options: society's decision to examine, e.g., the Armed Forces entrance examination; institutional demands to examine, e.g., insurance physical examinations; legal decisions to examine, e.g., admission chest films; financial decision to examine, e.g., screening centers.
It would be most interesting to see a full-blown systems analysis of this process of consultation as modeled for radiology with all the various complexities graphically displayed in flowchart format. One must realize that the process described is dynamic and, therefore, has transfer rates and kinetic constants. Some of the processes are going strictly in one direction, whereas others have feedback and may actually go backward.
A second aspect of this dynamic service is output; one must be aware of a feedback loop to the consultant for retest and additional procedures. Here one is asking the questions: How much information flows back? How much does the radiologist tell the physician? Is the private physician able to make a competent decision for further testing? More questions can be asked about output: How many data get lost? How much is misinterpreted even though it is properly printed and graphically displayed? What are the kinetic constants of assimilation of these data into the individual decision-making process? Based on our experience, it would be very difficult to contrive a design that could evaluate a diagnostic radiology information package without having a complete picture of the process and all its possible outcomes. One would also need some idea of the volume and kinetic behavior of this model as a living and viable entity. Observed in this light, the criteria for success might be drastically changed to cover obvious deficiencies that would exist in the composite picture.
Dr. Shannon has given a general model, in his own words, one which can be applied to other specialties. We, in pathology, fill a role similar to that of diagnostic radiology, yet have even a wider front door for receiving requests and a broad spectrum of output. An adequate description of our consultative role has required extensive documentation to cover all the avenues of implied or delegated responsibility. In our particular case, only after we had documented our current system and all its intricacies were we able to deal intelligibly with a second-generation approach to improve process control and integration. We suggest that this same review would be necessary for those attempting to improve their radiology systems as one component of the complex entity called the medical data base.
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